’They Wrilkad by’

Cultural Happening
Brings Clergy Visit

Small Group Hears
Racism’ Talks

By RON RUTHERFORD
objectives. We have to mingle with
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
these students because they are
Are nuns and priests for real?, tomorrow’s leaders."
It’s so common to put them in al "We’re not here to recruit for
Catholicism, but to make the exdifferent category from men and
perience a learning process," he
women. I believe the clergy visiting added.
the campus are disproving the old
Father Riley added that the way
tradition by showing SJS students to find out about a student is to
that religion is a vocation, and live, eat and talk with him, to
that the clergy are only human," share the students experiences and
said John Shannon, co-chairman problems, and to keep up with the
of the Cultural Happening Com- trend.
"You are good for us," as he
mittee.
Nine clergy have been brought commented on the students who
to the SJS campus by the college have questioned him. "You question
Newman Center and the Serra us because you don’t accept everyClub, a local Catholic business- thing we say. You reflect the feelmen’s group interested in religious ings of millions of students on our
vocations. The touring religious college campuses today."
group includes five nuns, two
Brother James Hughes took part
in a four hour discussion with
priests and two brothers.
The Rev. Miles Riley, assistant Markham Hall residents Wednespastor of St. Rafaels Church in San day night. "It was amazing the
Rafael, and Brother James Hughes, response we have received from the
are typical of the "new breed" of college students. I was expecting
clergy visiting the campus. Rev. little participation because the disRiley is a guest of Delta Sigma cussion was scheduled for a school
Fraternity and Brother Hughes a night. Was I surmised by the parguest of Allen Hall,
ticipation of the students who atFather Riley told a publicity tended."
class, "We have been spending too
"The students want to know why
much time with either the very I chose my profession, the recent
young or the very old. You have changes in the Catholic church, the
been neglected. We now have to new movement in the church, and
say to ourselves, ’Let’s be honest. religious’ life in general".
We are not reaching the younger
During the week the visitors
have taken part in classroom disgeneration.’ "
Father Riley added, "Students cussions and held open discussions
get out of high school and ’boom’ with fraternity men and dorm resithey are gone and we have lost dents. According to Brot her
all contacts with them. The age Hughes, the clergy has been well
group I speak of specifically is received. Sister Janet Kubitschek,
between 18-23. A person used to staying in Royce Hall, added that
choose his or her profession by the girls have received her well.
18. Now it’s 23 because there’s the "They want to know why I became
draft, financial difficulties, and the a nun. They tell me about their
need for more than just a four year own lives. It has been a learning
degree to accomplish vocational process."

Photo b9 L,ry Jamison
CULTURAL HAPPENING II brings together
Father Miles Riley, assistant pastor at St.
Rafaels Church, San Rafael, and Kelly O’Brien,
SJS student, to discuss the position of the Catholic Church today. Father Riley is one of nine
clergy members attending the week-long event

sponsored by the college Newman Center and
the Serra Club of San Jose. The group is living
in residence halls, fraternities and sororities to
sample SJS life, and to better acquaint them
with college students.
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ASB Council Adopts Resolution ’Autonomy in Spending,’
Reagan Tells Journalists
For April 26 Class Suspension
Student Council Wednesday afternoon adopted a resolution supporting the suspension of classes
on Friday, April 26 as a Day of
Concern for the draft, racial oppression and the Vietnam war.
The resolution, introduced by
Graduate Representative Jules
Loventhal, passed council 13-5-0.
A motion to have the words "suspension of classes" deleted from
the resolution failed 6-12-0.
The resolution, as passed by
council reads: "Be it resolved that
the Student Council support a
student -called suspension of classes

on April 26, on behalf of peace In
Vietnam, an end to the draft, and
to oppose racial oppression; and
urge President Clark to respond
favorably to the student’s call for
a Day of Concern on that day, for
which instructors may suspend
classes. Be it further resolved that
the Student Council ask the Student Body President to close the
College Union in respect of the
above."
ACTIVITY WEEK
The Day of Concern will climax
a week of activities sponsored by
the Student Mobilization Commit-

Constitution Not To Appear
On ASB Elections Ballot
The revised ASB Constitution
will not appear in a referendum on
the general ASB elections ballot
May 1 and 2 due to the inability of
Student Council to finish the complete revision.
ASH President Vic Lee told
council that unless the Constitution
was approved this week there
would not be enough time for necessary voter education before the
proposed referendum.
Council did not discuss the document Wednesday.
Lee and Bob Gottschalk, ASB
vice president and council chairman, hope to have the document
finished for a referendum later this
year, perhaps appearing on the
run-off ballot for president in the

Senior Journalist
Wins $100 Prize
SJS senior Jeff Mullins won $100
for his seventh place winning
article in the Eighth Annual William Randolph Hearst Journalism
Awards Program for 1967-68.
Competing against students from
more than 60 colleges and universities throughout the U.S., Mullins
won seventh place in the spot news
category for his Spartan Daily
article on Sen. Robert Kennedy’s
visit to San Jose in March.
Mullins’ win puts the SJS Department of Journalism and Advertising among the top 10 journalism
schools in the nation.
The Hearst Awards Program is
designed to encourage excellence in
journalism and is open to college
and university newspaper writers.

ASH elections, if such an election
is needed.
Council spent most of its meeting Wednesday debating whether
to endorse "What Can Whitey Do"
and the International Student
Strike. Both measures received
council’s endorsement.
By the time council wanted to
begin debate on the Constitution
(7:30 p.m.) a quorum was lacking.
Fearing the item was too controversial to discuss without a
quorum, council went on to discuss
other items.
Prior to losing the quorum,
council passed the 1968-69 ASB
Insurance Fund budget for the
budget committee’s recommendation of $855.
The Spartan Daily budget was
postponed to a special budget session Monday. Council wanted time
to investigate the feasibility of the
Daily not printing any more job
Interview opportunities.
Mike Rutz, graduate representative, moved that the Daily make
companies advertise in the Daily if
they wish to notify students of jot
opportunities. Council is also investigating the posibility of the
Daily changing its printing system
to offset, done on a student body
owned press.
At the beginning of its meeting
council heard some strongly worded
requests that it postpone approval
of the whole ASB budget until
next year. Many speakers urged
that the $276.000 proposed athletic
department budget be cut.
Dave LeTourneau, member of
Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS), suggested that since council allocated $1,500 to the Intercollegiate Rifle Team, it should
allocate a like sum to SDS so it
may organize its own rifle team.

I

tee a group made up of over 15
campus political groups headed by
George M. Smith, 24-year-old senior majoring in pre-medicine.
PICKET LINE
Smith said the week’s activities
will include teach-ins, films and
guest speakers each day. On Friday, a picket line will be set up
around the entrances to the campus asking that students boycott
classes and attend a 12:45 p.m.
rally for the Day of Concern. The
Committee has received permission
from the Student Activities Board
for the picket line.
Dick Gregory, comedian and
civil rights leader, will speak on
Seventh Street at 10 a.m. Tuesday.
Tuesday night at 8, Paul Jacobs.
author of works including "Prelude
to Riots" and "Is Curly Jewish"
and Peace and Freedom Movement’s candidate for United States
Senator from California will speak
on his candidacy in the Men’s Gym.
On Monday, Byrd Helligas, minister of the Unitarian Church of
San Jose, will speak at 11:30 a.m.
on Seventh Street. His talk will
be concerned with the war, racial
oppression and the draft; issues
which will dominate the entire
week.
SITTORT
Groups which have indicated an
interest in supporting the week’s
activities, which has been termed
In
Student -Faculty Strike Week, are according to
Smith, Students for a Democratic
Society, Peace and Freedom Movement, Young Democrats, Professors Against the War, National
Black Anti-War Antl-Draft Union,
Women’s International League for
Peace and Freedom, Vietnam Veterans Against the War and United
Students.

By WYNN COOK
Spartan Daily Editor
SACRAMENTO Governor
Ronald Reagan yesterday told
State College newsaper editors he
favors greater autonomy for individual California state colleges in
their spending policies.
"Our proposed budget, unless
somehow headed off at the pass,
will make state colleges more
autonomous in financial administration. The men running the individual campuses should have
more financial authority."
Reagan did not elaborate on this
point as 18 college journalists
showered him with questions rang
ing from collegiate press freedom
to administration of ASH funds.
Governor Reagan said college
newspapers should enjoy pressfreedom and not be allowed te
leteriorate into "house organs." He
was informed Title V of the California State Education Code,
among other things, discourages
college papers from endorsing political candidates or issues.
Reagan said he felt that the
purpose of Title V was to prevent
state employes, not state college
students, from engaging in endorsement activities.
Reagan also said "Quite frankly,
California is currently broke. As
the budget stands now, we are
spending 70 million dollars in excess of what we have available."
Reagan reaffirmed his position
favoring tuition charges for both
state colleges and universities. He
also sees no immediate relief for
the minimum 12 unit teaching load
for state college faculty members.
He contended if his original tuition plan had been passed, 250
new faculty positions would have
opened in the state university system as well as 190 new chairs in
the state colleges.
Regarding ASB fund allocations,
Reagan said, "College authorities
should exert control over compulsory fund allocations. I am worried about use of these funds for

such things as bail for jailed student demonstrators."
(He referred to the Berkeley incident where legal action was
initiated to prevent using ASH
funds for bail expenses.)
"Funds can be used by a majority for purposes which are not
always just for the minority. Students have a right to know proposed uses of their funds and to
vote whether such funds should
be expended or witheld."

By BII.1. GALSTAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Only a handful of students and
faculty from a campus of 23,000
stopped on Seventh Street yesterto
oheai speakers in the first
designed
of a series of programs design
dtokil
ay
racism.
"We’ll probably need a major
social upheaval," said San Jose
physician Dr. Jerome Lackner,
"an upheaval which will affect you
in such a material way before
you’ll do anything and that’s
unfortunate. I used to think that
the hope of the country lay in
people under 30 and especially
those in the colleges but I’m
willing to bet that a rally to
legalize pot would draw more SJS
students than a rally to build into
our system social and economic
freedom."
The other speakers stressed that
the explosive race problem can be
solved only by Whites, since they
are at fault for existing conditions.
Commented Rev. Shorty Collins,
former SJS campus minister, "I’m
convinced that every White person
is a racist if he doesn’t work to
solve the problem."
HOUSING
Rev, J. Benton White, campus
ombudsman, pointed out a real
tool that can be used to solve discrimination in housing refuse
to patronize apartments and
boarding houses that discriminate.
He said decals will be affixed
on apartments that pledge to accept tenants regardless of race,
color or creed.
Rev. White also said that student funds can be used more effectively. He noted that Student
Council has approved $1,000 for
the appearance of Dick Gregory.
"While I respect him very much,"
White said, "I would have liked to
see that allocation and others
like it go toward the education of
minority group students."
Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, professor of
psychology, said that Whites "must
examine the roots of their bigotry
and find out what happened to
them when they first received
these (bigoted) ideas."
Ogilvie said that prejudice in
many males comes from "an irrational fear of the Whites’ former
slaves," pointing out that many
Whites feel they are competing
with imagined Black sexual
prowess. "Let’s go back and look

A charge of "a mounting assault
upon the very conception of a free
ind intellectually open higher eduation" has been launched by the
Academic Senate of California
State Colleges (ASCSC) against
the legislature in California.
The Academic Senate charges
’hat the assault is basically politial in nature, "and many politithins are entering into it, moved
undoubtedly by the conviction that
it is politically realistic to do so."
In a paper, "Politics in Higher

Education," the ASCSC first
stated their charges supports
them with examples, discusses
them and concludes "the political
climate in California is no longer
friendly to the ideals of democratic higher education, nor to the
professors who may carry on that
tradition."
The Senate supports their
charges with the following instances of alleged political maneuverings:
1) The humiliating "hearing" at

To Speak Today
Mary McCarthy. 18- year - old
daughter of Minnesota Senator
Eugene J. McCarthy, will discuss
her father’s stand on the current
campaign’s issues at 12:30 p.m.
today in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Miss McCarthy will first give a
15-minute presentation and then
open the floor to questions. She is
expected to discuss Sen. McCarthy’s stand on the draft, the Vietnam war and racial and minority
problems,

KING SPEECH
A tape of Dr. Martin Luther
King’s eloquent speech to Stanford University two years ago was
played at the end of the program.
"There are two Americas," Dr.
King said, "Millions experience
every day the opportunity of life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. But in the other America,
there is a daily ugliness which
transforms the bouyancy of hope
into the depths of despair."
And the students walked by, not
listening,
"In the other America, people
are perishing on a lonely island
of poverty in the midst of a vast
ocean of prosperity, and they live
with blasted hopes and shattered
dreams."
And still they walked, unconcerned and uncommitted.
"Riots are socially destructive
and self-defeating," King said, his
tape-recorded voice reaching far
across the campus and audible to
many passersby. "But a riot is the
language of the unheard. The
other America has failed to hear
the plight of the American Negro."
Two weeks after the assassination, a handful listened. But most
walked on.

Bulletin
Thomas Truax, 28-year-old SJS
graduate and former Association
of Bay Area Governments
(ABAG) aide, was arrested In
Palm Beach, Fla., late last night
by the FBI.
Truax was charged with embezzling $310.000 from the bank
accounts of ABAG. Ile had been
sought since his disappearance
Feb. 8. He was booked and held
at the West Palm Beach city
Jail. Ile had $43 in his possession.

ASCSC Charges Legislature
With Mounting Political Assault

SJS To Hear
Representative Mary McCarthy
Representative Ed Reinecke of
Tujunga, California will visit campus Tuesday in conjunction with
a program "Republicans Speak on
Vital Problems."
The program was established by
the Republican members of the
House of Representatives to meet
with college communities and discuss the major issues of today.
Reinecke will be on campus all
day to meet with students and
participate in government and political science classes. He will lecture at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium,

within and eradicate our prejudices," Ogilvie advised.
Meanwhile students kept walking by and the few in front of the
platform listened. The flavor of
all the speeches was that the war
against racism must be escalated
at top speed, but most people begin to act only when they are
directly threatened. Dr. Lackner
hinted that riots may come to the
suburbs and SJS its( It, pointed
out he wouldn’t be too sorry if
they did since people then might
start looking inward.

RICK BROWN (left), the newly appointed SJS radio and television news director, discusses strategy with Larry Galvin, who
is leaving the post to join the reporting staff. The mid -semester
changeover involved a number of staff members as has been the
tradition at the center. Brown hopes to build the news center
into a responsive voice of student activity. The center distributes
its news and feature material to local radio stations KXRX,
KGNU, campus radio KSJS, and the Experimental College
station KXUP.

which President John Summerskill
of San Francisco State College and
other college presidents were in effect tried publicly while the leaders of the Democratic and Republican parties demonstrated by
their very presence how much
public higher education had become
a political football in California.
21 The passing by the Board of
Trustees of new regulations for
campus discipline.
31 The furious local attacks
mounted against various State College presidents and faculty. These
attacks can he expected to increase
in size and intensity.
The ASCSC’ "position paper"
continued its examples of attempted political control with a long list
of proposed legislation that has
recently been introduced in Sacramento. The paper related one of
the bills as follows:
Provide for a new California
State College Police Department
which would not be under the control of the various presidents of
state colleges. The director of it
’shall be appointed by the Trustees
of the California State Colleges
and shall serve under and be directly responsible to the Chancellor
of the California state Colleges.’
The paper concludes with a recommendation to the faculty colleagues of the Academic Senate:
"We recognize very sadly that,
because of the persistence of these
attacks and because they are increasing in scope and Intensity,
many of our colleagues are giving
, serious thought to the prospect of
I moving elsewhere . . We do not
wish to mislead our colleagues by
any false optimism regarding the
future. The same political dynamics which produced hearings
at which presidents and faculty
were treated like sacrificial victims
at a Roman spectacle can easily
produce more phenomena of the
same Or worse calibre."
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The Good of All Men

By W11.1.1:111 O. Ilurril \GER
Patricia Reek Time to Think Spartan
Daily, March 26. made a good start, but
the mattir need- further treatment. "Conscience’. i- the intellect snaking a moral.
practical judgment.
Judgment involves the application of a
present, particular instance to a prior
known universal principle. Action implies
operating ton aril an end. No original act
could be -good." if the intellect didn’t
recognize it and the will did not consent
to it as good. From this possession of the
concept of giiiithiess. there :irises a habit
of the mind called "sint,Tesis,- the knowledge of the moral rinciple, Ilue first
principles are knimn unmistakably and
immediately. So -,,titeresis signifies the
moral conseiotisnes,, the first, original
nit it morality, and with the tinchammel -tandard hy which all alines are
nimemred. X- the Apostle said, " ... the
linn is in-cribed on the heart of man."
\\ hat then of the possibility of a clash
of consciences? Miss Reeb’s example was
Hitler and Christ. Does natural reason always function correctly? No! While the
first principles are unmistakably known,
to those who have the use of reason, men
tend not only to be unobservant, but
illogical, and they err in judgment. A disordered reason, depraved inclinations, bad
habits. and is il dispositions, prevent man
from drawing proper conclusions from
those first principles.
Between Hitler and Christ, there was

wriment

Wedding Town
111 IinTo
By LARAINE
Boxes of hooks, odds-ambends, and leerit -m. %%ere cluttering the small floor:
elothc, nce strewn carelessly over the
lied: :mil there yilts my roommate standing on a eliair reaching to bring down
suitta-t- front a cupboard above the closet.
At that instant, my mind reverted to
the 11.1.4 1,ikwnd and I was watching
snow fall fin- the first time in my life. The
windshield wipers beat out a certain
rhythm as they cleared the frosty windows
ice was forming on the sides.
"I hope they’re able to get chains," I
said to my boyfriend.
"Don’t worry. Laraine, they’ll make it,"
he replied as he drove on through the
white under wonderland.
11’.. reached our destination ---- 11:30
a.m. almost lunchtime and I was
starved. hot ne itecided to wait for my
roommite and her boyfriend.
Soni. -Ii in.
cry car that afternoon
looked like a blue VW. Finally they
arriied! VI.1 Is an hour.
11e ate lunch and there we were. -- in
front of Reno’s C
ty Courthouse. We
were going to a wedding!
v bos friend and I waited as my roommat, and her beloved obtained a marriage
licce-e. I scrutinized all the waiting
my roommate and her boyfriend scre the only ones truly in love.
belosed . . .
he began. I inspectcil the rotten quickly, it was pleasant.
I inspected the Justice.of-the-Peace, he
looked pleasant.
"We are gathered here . . " he continued. My boy friend and I exchanged
quick glances and turned to look at our
friends. Tears of happiness filled my eyes
as I realized lion previous this moment
must be for them.
"I now rot lllll nee you man and wife."
They kissed. It was over.
We left, the four of us, and toasted the
newlywed’s future together with a bottle
of bubbly luimpagne.
you please help carry
this box out to the car?"
Pow! Back to reality !
S0011 t lie room would he Cell pi’, on one
sidle and devoid of her belongings, but
there would he another roommate
there
always is.
I wonder if she’ll have a boyfriend?

no clash of conscience, there was a conflict of will. While Hitler insisted on "My
will be done," Christ readily consented to
"Thy will be done." Hitler acknowledged
no superior authority; Christ insisted on
one. Thus, today, when men refuse to
refer their disputes to an external, superior
authority, no solution is possible. Conscience is only the ultimate norm for individual conduct, not for community living.
But conscience must be the basis for all
positive law: one may not vote for what
one can not condone. We must not be deceived that we can justify any act by referring it to conscience. Some acts are intrinsically wrong, e.g. murder, adultery,
gluttony. And the conscience can err about
these acts.
Conscience is not the "tool by which
you perceive a standard." Conscience is a
judgment by which we apply what we
know to what we do. The intellect perceives the standard and the particular
instance, and presents them to the conscience to be judged. An unjust act is
proper matter for conscience only after it
has been perceived’.
To conclude, natural law has for its
object the good of all men. Murder obviously is neither goon for the victim nor
for the murderer: it is therefore contrary to natural law, and wrong. To say.
that it is unjust, simply qualifies it further. But the governing reference is to
natural law, not to justice. For men may
come to ignore murder as unjust, in the
same way some men have come to ignore
adultery as unjust, and thereby confer it
under another aspect. But it will always
and everywhere, as adultry is, be wrong.
, .

"First of all, Hubert, take off that silly mask ... !"

Thrust and Parry

Duncan HallA Glass Monster
Editor:
This $3 million catastrophe has technological
advances that would astound even the most
sophisticated architect. You’ll know this the
instant you try to open one of its doors. If you
possess less than Herculean strength, forget it.
its alway fun to watch coeds laden with
books match their muscle against these glass
monsters. More often than not they display
such appropriate signs as Out of Order" and
’Danger, Do Not Use This Door."
Once inside a ride on the elevator is always
eventful. These computerized marvels do all
sorts of astounding things, such as skipping
fors and suddenly returning to the first
--

floor without warning. The latter is due to
faulty computerizing which causes the elevator
to return to the first floor when the "up"
button is pushed. Thus, passengers enroute to
higher floors suddenly find themselves back
at the first floor. It isn’t uncommon to take
10 minutes getting from the first floor to your
destination.
Those that have regular classes in Duncan
Hall know there is never a dull moment. It
isn’t unusual to see water dripping from the
walls, forming a lovely little puddle in some
enchanted corridor. A week without power
failure is unheard of. The element of surprise
is always present, for you know not the day,
nor the hour. Other highlights include photography darkroom walls that are painted white

Telling It Like It Is
By DAN EHRLICH
After spending four years in college,
then hopefully being graduated on to
bigger and better things, many young and
eager students, filled with the mass of
idealistic thoughts that permeate the academic atmosphere, are faced with a
frightening reality.
This is a completely different world,
where the masses of humanity don’t harbor or even think of harboring, some of
the bight thoughts of educated individuals.
For as a person has to readjust himself
to society when he returns from the military or is released from a long jail term,
so must students adjust to life on the
outside.
In recent years it has been noticed that
many students, faced with this horrid
reality, refuse to face it, and take up the
mantle of the professional student in one
endless academic odyssey.
Possibly this is just as well, however.
since to face reality would mean looking
at life the way it really is, a thing that
could have traumatic effects on some
For while we as students are so engrossed in college life, we may trod l to
forget that solving problems on campus or
meeting a limited social challenge may
have little or no impact on the major part
of society.
Many youthful college students, filled
with unmatched zeal and ideals, have
geared themselves only for complete victory or defeat in pursuing a challenge.
This is only natural. On a college campus, its citizens are the students. Youth
and vitality are the power plants and
concern the fuel for these plants.
Campus society in much simpler than
wadll lie a large city’s society. Students
are either apathetic to situations or they
harbor deep concern. and are willing to
get on the old soap box and let people
know about their views.
On the outside, however, life is a mixture of three things, victory, defeat and
compromise.
Society itself is a complicated network
of people, some of whom wonld kill you
as soon as look at you and others who
might worship you as .a deity.
situations aren’t so simple, life not 80

cut and dried, and people are not so
anxious to have their views changed.
Oh, the soap boxes are still there, but
the audiences are quite different.
While a student’s ideals may be revered
in college, they may be slighted, spat upon
and kicked around outside the academic
community.
He will find the world problems are
still there and what has gone before hint
in college has made little impact on the
events taking place in nation and the
world.
There are, however, many students who
do realize this and leave college not spouting ideals out loud, hut with these noble
thoughts implanted in their minds forming a permanent part of an individual’s
most valued possession, his character.
It is this character that will govern his
everyday actions as he plays out life’s
little drama, and it is also this character
that will do the most to influence the
persons with whont he associates.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations sod to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he kw
noses has, been exhausted.

to reflect the maximum amount of light and
classroom walls that are painted black which
adds that cheerful touch.
Surely, the contractor who built Duncan
Hall believes that variety is the spice of life
along with that age old axiom, "Do unto
others . . . " Those that haven’t seen this
technological breakthrough symbolizing the
most advanced methods of engineering and
design are urged to do so immediately. Since
the majority of Duncan Hall is glass (including the pipes) a good old fashioned earthquake
may turn it into seven years of bad luck.

Robert

Turkovich, A8207

Campus Closeups
By GARY BECKER
Have you ever been peacefully dreaming
and suddenly awakened? The answer is
probably yes.
This summer ’Washington State University will conduct a sleep laboratory whose
purpose is to probe the mysteries of dreaming. ’As soon as subjects reveal rapid eye
lllll
they will be awakened and
asked if they had been dreaming. If they
have been .dlreaming they will he asked to
recall the dream.
*
*
*
A survey conducted by the University of
Missouri strident newspaper, The Maneater, revealed’ that liquor is being conslimed in the dormitories.
Non. this hit of information should not
sa
as any shock to anyone who knows
’anything at all about the nocturnal habits
of collegians. It might be said that college
students and alcohol have the same affinity
asibacon and eggs.

The survey results indicated that 35 per
cent of the coeds and 60 per cent of the
men residents had violated University
policy.
In one University residence hall 40 students admitted that they had consumed
liquor on the premise at one time or other.
The adviser of this particular hall revealed
his or her naivete by claiming that there
wasn’t imy liquor in the hall. This attitude
reflects a distorted sense of reality.
Since the foundling of the first fraternity,
collegians have taken their libation when
and where they can. Even during the years
of Prohibition. college students were wetting their lips with illegal bathtub gin.
The ennsempti llll of alcoholic beverages
by college students has been challenged in
recent years by the ever increasing use of
marijuana by Mildews. But regardless of
whether or not marijuana is legalized, I
am certain that the six-pack will continue
to be part of the Amerieau campus scene.

I ’Satire, Muckraking & Other Graffiti)
By JEFF MULLINS
At this very moment an outright scusmu
sucking bigot lurks among the campu
personalities either officially or unoffi
cially campaigning for ASB president.
EXPOSE RACIST?
For the benefit of students who art
concerned about their college government
or for that matter, on behalf of those slit
dents who are not really interested I hu
dutifully pay fees and vote for the -bes
and fairest man") shouldn’t the racist b.
exposed? Shouldn’t his jaundiced mask b.
removed?
In other words, before going to the poll
May 1-2, wouldn’t the student body lik.
to learn about a person who giggles am,
seeks political profit in the aftermath 0!
the death of the Rev. Dr. Martin Lutist
King Jr.?
Wouldn’t the average student be inte
ested in hearing about a vote seeker whit
believes he actually can capitalize on th
genuine reaction and sincerity of co
cerned candidates and electors by twistin
and perverting the issue and the varies
stands others may take?
Let there be no mistake, however, tha
just because a candidate (announced di’
unannounced!) does not campaign vigor
ously or call loudly for swift measures ti
be taken on behalf of the minority or dis
advantaged, he should not be judged a
a right-wing Ku Klux Klansman. d Mayb,
his sense of priorities should be questioned
however, if lie fails to speak on the racia
problem.)
For depending on many factors, wha
sparks the light in one man’s heart ma:
not spark even a glimmer in another’s ant
vice versa.
Yet while a bigot, a racist, a warpei
minded individual certainly does exist it
the guise of one of our potential chid.
executives, be he liberal or conservative
shouldn’t we find out about him?
At this point, this writer could offe
conclusive evidence and testimony in narn
ing the person who plans to win the presi
dency of the ASB via the sinister routu
of employing fakery, backlash, and gear
tactics which are 80 historically effectiv.
in "sheep herding" votes
Because Spartan Daily policy does no
officially permit staff members to us.
their columns to support or denounc.
candidates for student government offices
this writer cannot name the individual o
campaign against him even though such ;
diseased individual exists.
His exposure must rest in the hands o
the student body. If the ASB wants a bigo
for a President, it can easily get one b7
falling for this individual’s campaign tripe
If the student body wants other than ;
bigot, if it wants someone who seeks hon
eat reform and progress, someone whi
seeks possible solutions to real problems
then this kind of individual will be elected
after May 1-2.
This writer is positive that the bigo
will expose himself. It’s difficult to hid
or cover-up a deadly disease!
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Over-population
And Conservation
Discussed Today
"Problems of Conservation of
Natural Resources" and "Overpopulation" will be the topics uf
the three talks to be presented at
a reception for new foreign students today at 3:30 p.m. in Cafeteria A and B.
Sponsored by the International
Students Organization, the event
is open to all interested students
and faculty members.
Richard Hartesveldt, associate professor of biology, will
speak on conservation; harry T.
Harvey, professor of biology, will
speak on overpopulation, and Atbert I. Heckbert, associate professor of electrical engineering,
will speak on the activities of the
Sierra Club.

"PIN"
HER WITH A

Delta Zetos
To Sponsor
Breakfast
Delta Zeta sorority pledges
wil prepare a pancake breakfast
before the Gambler’s Gambit Variety Gimmic Rallye, Sunday.
Cost of the pancake breakfast
is $1, a donation to the Delta
Zeta pledges. Breakfast will be
served from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
the Delta Zeta house, 201 S. 11th
St.
Registration for the rallye begins at 10 a.m. and runs until
12 noon at the Lawrence Square
shopping center, Lawrence Station Road and El Camino Real.
Any group, organization, dorm
or individual may enter regardless of make of ear.
Entry fees are $2.50 with an
ASS or Four Cylinder Club of
America card, and $3 for the
general public.

.am-zozi

Women’s Week Presents Lady Bioanalyst
"Women!," this year’s edition
of Women’s Week, sponsored by
the Associated Women Students
AWSI and All Women’s Council, will feature a kick-off ad-

dress Monday at 1:30 p.m. its
Engineering 132. All interested
SJS students and faculty members are invited.
The keynote speaker is Inks
v, wood.
’

’L;07

O’llanrattan, owner and director
of the O’Haru:ahan Clinical Laboratory in San Francisco, wbio
will speak on "Why Guys vs.
Dolls?"
For the past several yearn,
Mrs. O’Hahratian has devoted
her extra-curricular time and
energy toward improvement of
the status of women In today’s
society.
Training in medicine turd the
biological sciences, post -graduate work in mychology, anthropology and history, numerous
honorary appointments, as well
as her family of three children
enable Mrs. O’Hanrahan to serve
as spokesman for and champion
of women in society.
Her talk will cover such topics
as: what blocks meaningful retationships between own and
women today, why do men and
women resent one another, how,
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When it’s time for tires, look no further than
Silva Service. There you’ll find the Delta t40
Super Premium: the Action Ti,.!
The Delta 140 is unsurpassed in traction, appearance. and durability. Owners report up to
50,000 miles of safe, trouble-free driving. And
Silva offers time payment plans for your convenience. Wheel balancing and alignment are
also available.
So, ride into -Spring vim the be:f of tires- the
Delta 140 Super Premium at Silva Service: expertly serving you for 35 years.

78 S. 4th St.

SILVA SERVICE

295-8968
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insurance-wise "B"average. Male,
16 to 25, single. High school junior or senior, or
college student. Sound like your son? Then you could
save 25% on car insurance with State
Farm’s Good Student
Discount. Contact me now
for detoils.

FLOWER SHOP

HOUSEWORK
GET YOU DOWN?
After a long day of heavy housework, who wants to cook dinner.
Take a night off and dine out. Angelo’s steakhouse features the finest
New York steak for only $2.25 and
rare Rib -eye for $1.35. Don’t forget
to ask for that free glass of milk.

sun tato

TAKE
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CHOICE
AU seven r:’,,.Alton.
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MEMBER
AMERICAN
GEM SOCIETY

MORTO

Ride into Spring on the
Delta 140
Super Premium

Only 3 for $1

LET’S 8E7
BEHIND
Lei
Plighting your troth?
You’ll want diamonds,
of course, to symbolize
the love you both feel.
Our engagement diamonds in a wide variety of weights and
styles merit your attention first. Let our
gemologically trained
expert jeweler explain
the fine points of diamond quality to you
both. Then, choose the
one ring that best expresses her personality
and your good taste.

amples 11’001 MOSSY lands intl
various periods of history to
show dissimilar male and female
valus. systems.

tux. sex patterns changing and
which effect family rela t ionshi ps ?
Mrs. 011anrahan uses ex-
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625 Town & Country Village
241-1758
San Jose
Open Monday, Thtirsday &
Friday Until 9:15 p.m.

Brabant I:sap:mm.11
tcr boomers. d -ors, wails. wInlaws. em.. .
Envelopes .,:udel 1st motIon to Mend..
Please send me complete Inlormotlot
en guarmsy discounts. DistrapPot
logulnee Invited.
I enclose
chsokeol above.

Or the SIMCO

evil,,,1
SJ

Nemo
Street
Coy

ANGELO’S

iii
SOI 381
Send to,
Ln Canada. Caidorela 91011

OBNETEAN
SPARTAN

Say "It" With Flower:
But
Say "It" With otii4

72 E. Santa Clara

9cth & 10sthT.

sH ps

THE GOLLEgt tODRIS’T
SINCE 1?45

ROGER L VICE

292-0462 or 292-0463
10th & SANTA CLARA ST.

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

422 E. Santa Clara St.
292-6092

AIL

-40.-.50.-/T-ott,m-ofet

LICURSI’S BARBER & STYLING

BOB MANN’S

THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL
*******************************************

"OP" ctick4

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB

by
AZIZA
GREAT NEW PUT ON
5 soft color pencils for the wildest EYE FACE and BOD1
decorations you can create.

WOMEN’S PRF:-CURLED WIGLETS
REGULARLY 518.95 -- WITH ASH CARD 512.95
eeeessesteste************************* ***** 44us
STII.I, THE ALL-TIME BEST
II AIR CUTS
CUSTOM HAIR PIECES
RAZOR CUTS
WIGS

421 E. SANTA CLAR A

sT.

295-9586

A SWEATER BAG!
Wear a sweeten
With short back,
Baggy waist and baggy sleeves
To a love-in or a riot
To be shunned is automatic
So take said sweater
And have it fitted
By Golda, her specialty
Indubidably, you’ll look much better
In your new, re-fit *winder.
ANONYMOUS
MEN & WOMEN

STUDENT DISCOUNT

91414 Knit chop
410 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

Pink Green

will tailor a
program just
for YOU

Blue

Silver Violet

$1 51

Black

10th ST. PHARMACY
10th ST. & SANTA CLARA

294-9131

Our expert personal instruction
can guide you in developing a well
rounded physique. Come in and
see our modern equipment and
complete weight room facilities.
Complete gym Reducing
Sauna room Body building
Sun Room
Physical Conditioning
Locker Service Corrective Exercise

ne

FREE GUEST VISIT
MEN OR WOMEN.

STUDENT DISCOUNT

7tower.3 Ay
"the

413 E. SANTA CLARA

..cy.10/

The rose is ne if the Mort "talkative’’ of
one of the oldest known to man. A single
white Ind red roses together mean unity,
pieta east two buds 1118118 secrecy. Red
of love, but yellow ones admit jealousy and

290910

all flowers as well as
rose means siropliolty.
and a full blown rose
roses speak eloquently
a decrease of love.

Poie

fliarie

campus florist"

NINTH & SANTA CLARA

295-4321
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ALWAYS HAD THE
URGE TO PLAY
A GUITAR?
LET MOYER’S
TEACH YOU

so.

HOW

I Month drum or guitar lesson
with this ad

Roo

reg. 12.00

MOYER MUSIC

Private lessons
hour lessons

84 E. San Fernando, Downtown
298-5404

V2

’Emmy’ Nominations
The excitement and suspense
of waiting for the big night in
the movie industry has passed
with the presentation of the
oscars April 10, and now it’s
television’s turn - - so, stay
tuned.
The National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences
will present its 20th annual
Television Academy Award, Sunday, May 19 from 10 to 11:30
p.m. on NBC.
Awards will be given for program excellence and performing,
writing, directing, musical composition, scene design, camera
work, and editing in special
categories covering the entertainmmt field.
Entries for Emmy Awards
consideration are made throughout the year by the 6,000 members of the National Academy,
by craftsmen in the medium, and
periodically by television producers,

OVER 21?
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED

One Week Only

Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
294-6535
40 Basset+ St
Son Jose

April 19 to 26

The nominations are as
follows:
Outstanding Comedy Series:
Bewitched, Family Affair, Get
Smart, Hogan’s Heroes, The
Lucy Show.
Outstanding Dramatic Series:
The Avengers, I Spy, Mission:
Impossible, N.E.T. Playhouse,
Run For Your Life, Star Trek.
Outstanding performance by
an actor in a dramatic series:
Raymond Burr (Ironside), Bill
Cosby a Spy), Robert Culp (I
Spy), Ben Gazzara (Run For
Your Life), Martin Landau (Mission: Impossible).
Outstanding performance by
an actress in a dramatic series:
Barbara Bain (Mission: Impossible), Diana Rigg The Avengers), Barbara Stanwyck (The
Big Valley).
Outstanding performance by
an actor in a comedy series: Don
Adams (Get Smart), Richard
Benjamin (He and She), Sebastian Cabot (Family Affair),
Brian Keith (Family Affair),
Dick York (Bewitched).
Outstanding performance by
an actress in a comedy series:
Lucille Ball (The Lucy Show),
Barbara Feldon (Get Smart),
Elizabeth Montgomery (Beo, it ched ) , Paula Prentiss (He
,Ind She), Mario Thomas (That
Girl).
02411000C’

COLUMBIA SALE
feat tiring

on and Garfunkel’s
"BOOKENDS."
:thout it your record
rary isn’t complete.
BOOKENDS
,iVON &GARFUNKEL

BEER
By glass or
pitcher

c [Amp:
,kends Theme/Overz
...Wit /Old Friends
A Hazy Shade of
Winter

ITALIAN DINNERS
Spaghetti
Ravioli
Gnocchi

Weekend Special (April 19-21)

Spaghetti and meatballs - $1.00
With this ad
354 F.. SANTA1111 1R1
4.41uNd oII ’111

FOOD TO 1;0
286-9710

011.N 7 DAYS
11 a ni. to 2 LIG.

9- -440.ter
Jewelers
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
72 SO. FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE
1600 SARATOGA AVE
PHONE 297-0920
PHONE 319.3051
710 DEL MONTE CENTER
CARMEL HILL, MONTEREY
PHONE 376-6577
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Lifeless Cat, Harkee
Gets Critic’s Boot

By CONNIE SKIPITARES
Fine Arts Writer
What playwright Cleve Haubold intended to be an hour of
delightful mirth was transformed
into one of humorless worth by
the Drama Department Wednesday when it staged its final dress
rehearsal of the children’s play,
"Harkee Re Cat" for a special
invitation audience in the College Theater.
The play will be repeated today at 4 p.m. and tomorrow
at 10:30 am. and 2 p.m.
Not only did Judy Foulkrod
fail to steal the show as a lovable and clever Harkee, obviously disappointing the predominantly grammar school audience
which had overanticipated a
star performance by Harkee,
but It took a group effort of the
remainder of the cast to arouse
even a small chuckle.

BELLY LAUGHS
Belly laughs were taboo, save
one entrance of Harkee portraying the Lord Mayor of the town,
and there, situation took the.
bow,
Although Harkee is a hindlegged cat with a certain amount
of human quality about him,
Miss Foulkmd failed to inject
enough felinity into the part to
balance the character.
The two best-cast parts were
those of the baker’s nagging
wife, Agonia Crumpet, played by
Nedra Abono and the Grand
Marshal’s foot servant, played by
Margene Fudenna.
The character of Agonia naturally sets her apart from the
others as she brightens the stage
with humor as the unreasonable
woman who wears the pants in
the family, and Miss Abono’s
performance certainly set her
apart from the other actors. At
least until Nib arrives on the
scene and the two join forces
as the only real attempt at getting a good laugh, which they
did. Miss Fudenna is certainly
to be commended for her excellent handling of the heavy load
she had to carry and her mastery of flipping scrolls.
POOR CASTING
On the other hand, poor casting seemed evident in the characters of Sir Vainly Scornfoot
(Christoher Mohr) played as a
man certainly appearing scornful or scorned, but one whose
vanity failed to show through,
and the Lord High, Quite Wide
Grand Marshal (Wes Morgan),
played by a tall, thin fellow
lacking the obesity and pomposity called for by the part.
Philip Flad.s medieval town square setting was the best part
of the show. The design, realistic
storybook, captured the light,

whimsical mood of the play
beatifully.
Special lighting effects produced by Dr. Kenneth Dorst
were beautifully executed, despite the fact that a piece of
plastic "gel" fell from the lighting scaffold during the middle of
the performance.
Ronald Gloekler’s costumes
for the townspeople reflected
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We’re not trying to fool anyone! The only difference between our gas and any major
gas company is the name and
the price.
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30.9
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SALE!
of
TRADITIONAL TROUSERS

S 1.79

SALE PRICE
$2.99
83.99
$4.99

Vaughn’s entire stock of traditional dress trousers
reduced to 1/2 price. Select from all wool worsteds, tropicals, Dacrons/wool blends and
other fine imported and domestic fabrics.
PAC ROPE POLYESTER

$14.95 .
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UNIVERSITY MEN’S SHOPS
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A significant new concept in engagement ring
design is yours in A rtCarved’s new soft textured
florentine finishes. The flashing fire of flawless
ArtCarved diamonds contrasts exquisitely with
the quiet glow of these antiqued finishes. See this
modern magnificence today in our exclusive Art Carved collection. Models illustrated from 6150.
Matching wedding bands additional.

Master

Vim.. I hors.. Fri. 10 a.m..9 p.m.
..1 . it. Sun. 10 a.m.-n:30 p.m.

Bankamerica rd

NOW . . $ 7.46

$16.95 .
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111 Columbia Records
tirikr, at Sale Price
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GRAND PRIX STATION
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MORY GRAPE
ELECTRIC FLAG
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Sunday, April 21, 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Saint Patrick’s Hall 51 N. 9th
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great expiession of character in
the simplicity of design and
economy of style.
The medieval scheme, how - iii
ever, was interrupted by them
garb of the characters of royalty,ffi
namely Sir Vainly Seornfoot and
Lord High Quite Wide who
looked as if they had been taken
out of the pages of the Biblein
instead of a fairy castle.
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I Don’t Eat It, But
Gallery Features
’Edible’ Art Show

Drama Auditions
The drama department will
hold preliminary auditions from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Studio
Theater tomorrow for parts in
three summer productions.
A two to three minute dramatic reading should be prepared
by the student to be presented at
the audition. Dr. Paul Davee,
professor of drama, Dr. Hugh
Nelson, visiting professor of
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The art show presently showing in the main art gallery is
literally good enough to eat!
Monday, John Hunter, gallery
director, had only two signs on a
wall in the gallery explaining
that the exhibit planned for this
week and next week had been
cancelled.
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Gilhooly is "mister wild" in
the Art Building. His classes do
not explore the normal investigations of art. Rather, he asks
his students to create humorous,
new inspections of our already
ludicrous society.
In this show, Gilhooly’s classes
also present a "Cafeteria Special." Breakfasts, lunches and
dinners made of sawdust, soap,
plastic and other non -edible substances. One student created a
glass of beer that is so realistic
that bubbles of suds float up the
sides of the glass. Other plates
boast steaks, spaghetti, peas,
eggs, butter, bread, sodas, banana splits, and other mouthwatering combinations,
Even diet food has been included in the show. John Hunter
has called the show "Love," because of the way the students
and faculty responded to the
situation of a cancelled show.
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EUROPE
one Way
CHARTER JET FLIGHTS

Spaghetti & Meat Balls
Garlic Bread

$1.50

Dinner Steak & Rigatoni
Garlic Bread

$1.90

litanny,:i Cellar
175 West St. John

SWUM Chirlerlours IgOrope

Newman-Catholic Student Center
CHAPLAINS:

Father D. Fosselman
Father L. Largente
Sister Mary Antoinette

FRIDAY 11:40 a.m. only

A limited number of space. Is available for faculty, staff and studnts of the
California Stele Coll,,ges
FARE: $228 ONE WAY
Foi information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Collages
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
Note: Them are not roundtrip flights to Europe.

For the complete collegiate
worship this Sunday at

293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

DAILY MASS 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.

PARIS 10 SAN FRANCISCO
August 8 8 Augu,f It. 1968
August 6 & August 8 1968
SAN FRANCISCO TO PARIS
August 28, 1968

Tuesday: Student Parish Council 6:30 p.m.
Regular Open Meeting 7:30 p.m.

You no longer have to be a member of
a special group ’to take advantage of
dollar savi chatter ir fares.

Take an exciting STOP tour of Europe via WORLD
AIRWAYS, largest and finest Charter Airline in the
World. Departures June 18, 23, 25, 28.
Choose from 12 itineraries of 46 to 60 days. From $1180

all-inclusive.
leo Europe in the company of fellow students from all over the U.S. and
Canada. Programs tailored with a "young leak": discotheques, theatre evenings. sailing parties escorted throughout by students from gr.tish urn.
versities and lots of leisure time for your personal pursuits and osterests.
Also available: 13 spectacular European Programs via the all jet servers of
TWA and transatlantic luxury Ilnersthe SS France, Michelangelo. United
States.. Superior hotel accommodations everywhere, first class rail travel.
sightsee.ng an air tonsttoned motor coaches, other top quality features.
21 to 75 days from $140.70 014sclusfro.
’Meet the international safety standards for new ships developed in
3960.F
or complefr informat:nn and cornclitnentery brochure:
Si.

79 S. Fifth St.

Tel. 295-1771

Clair 5raVet

DOWNTOWN
74 W. San Carlos
297.1700

Town & Country
Stevens Creek
241.2100

experience

First Baptist Church
2,d
Son Antoolo

Worship
8:30 & 11 a.m. Morning
Service
7 p.m. Evening

CREATIVE ART
While the art is sometimes
poorly rendered, it is certainly
whimsical and creative.
Other contributors to the show
are Geoffrey Bowman and Thomas Elsner, two faculty members.
Their paintings and prints exhibit a sense of conservative
tang, as compared to the excellent drawing of student Victor
Herbon. Herbon in his drawing,
"Grub Epoch 5," shows a mystical trip through fantasia.
Robert Dawe presents an unusual drawing called "Aspiration." Dawe brings the audience
up through extended steps to the
point of aspiration.
Russ Stevenson, the artist in
residence, exhibits three very
intriguing paintings. They analyze his life as a painter and
give the impression of a dream
sequence. If the show is good
enough to eat, then the response
of the public and artists is also.

For These Taste Treats

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

Tony Kent and Tony Brown study
CAFETERIA SPECIAL Little
pieces in the non -edible food collection now on exhibit in the
Main Art Gallery. The pseudo-food is made of sawdust, soap and
plastic. The breakfasts, lunches and dinners are all made up of
contributions from the students of Dave Gilhooly responding to
a plea by gallery director John Hunter to fill the vacant gallery.

Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor

4

Barry Keiser.
to Collegians

minister

College Dept. (Spartan Tr -C)
9:45 a.m. Morning Seminar
Evening Forum
5:45 p.m.
Meets at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

ON MERCURY RECORDS

Friday Flicks
igo
11(1

alio
VII
arty

)

"The Longest Day" will be tonight’s Friday Flick at 6 and 9:30
In Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is 40 cents.
The film stars John Wayne,
Robert Mitchum, and Henry Fonda
in the story of D-Day. Friday
Flicks are sponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega fraternity.

YOU’LL CUT QUITE A FIGURE IN A RENT -A -TUX FROM
GRODINS WHERE WE HAVE THE VERY LATEST IN
FORMAL WEAR FOR ALL OCCASIONS PLUS CORRECT
ACCESSORIES, FOR PURCHASE OR HIRE.

GRODINS
VALLEY FAIR and SAN ANTONIO CENTER

"LIKE TO GET
TO KNOW YOU"

011.9ptio
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YOUNG LADIES . . .
Ifs time for you to meet
SANDY GERMAINE
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Now On Sale
At All
Music Box
Stores

PER ALBUM

The Swingin’ Gate. My Bill, Sunday Mornin’, Suzanne, Stardust,
Stuperflabbergasted, Echoes Three Ways From Tommer row.
Prescription For The Blues

Album includes a Giant Full Color Poster
YOU TOO MAY FLY
THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF

MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY, BETWEEN 3:30 AND 4:30 P.M.
IN ROOM 422
AT MAC QUA RRIE HALL
AN EQUAL

91

Album Includes the Gang’s Hit "Like To Get To Know You",

Last summer, Sandy had a wonderful time
and earned a good salary flying the friendly
skies of UNITED as a stewardess. It was a
memorable experience and Sandy would be
delighted to tell you about it.
If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to her . .

2

OPPORTUNITY EMPLnYER

tettsd
UNITED
imp

OM=
BANKAMERICARD 1
a44,V,I, 4/

ft %11.1(-3

paptan cpecial

Professional Pharmacists

PHONE

SIC"! kh:

Just Mention The

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

MISTER WILD

.1,

drama and Rodger Webstcr.
ter’s candidate, each of who will
direct one of the summer pltty..
will be judging the student readings.
The three plays will be chosen
from the following: "Best Man.
"Rose Tattoo," "Philadelphh,
Story," "Born Yesterday," "Picnic." and "Dark at the Top or
the Stairs."

Moderne Drug Co.

SOMETHING ELSE
Students and faculty members
responded immediately, and by
Wednesday the gallery had been
filled with numerous donations
of art pieces to the gallery s
collection. Now the gallery is
crowded with art that is bizarre
and extremely "something else.’
Students of Dave Gilhooly’s art
classes contributed a fantasmagoria of "Pop Art." This art is
the main attraction of the show.
Huge representations of vegetables celery, squash, carrots,
salads, and cucumbers lie in the
center of the gallery.

;1’

Friday, April 19. 191-It4

MUSIC BOX

98 SOUTH THIRD ST.
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Golfers Test Stanford

nAns
F’,Rt*, April 19. 1968
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LAST WEEKEND!

A.R.T.
25 W. SAN SALVADOR
297-4797
8:30
iskkakakkalZait=0-VZ)
I

i

’"at.

X SIM. I.() p.m.

rim one l’imr.a
Get one FREE
or
All the Spaghetti you can
eat for Sim
ursic Room
I:t97 %him Rock Rd.

11i

presents

A MOSAIC OF BALKAN

MUSIC
and

DANCE
& Sat., April 19. 20
Longshoreman’s Building
150 Golden Gate, S.F.
830 p.m.

N,

This

Sun. April 21. 2 p.m.
International House
U. of C., Berkeley
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SJS Ski Club

Ski Alpine Meadows
Cost
$13.00 Members 816.00 Non-Members

Koleda Ensemble
of Ethnic Dance

’an Jo -4. 251-3310
N Sun. 1-6

.it

, Thursday as the independent fast pitch base:nal season came in with
la roar.
In American League games it
was Blue Sparks 18, Alpha Phi
:Omega 4; Maggoos Crew 18.
’Markham Hall 6; Mozart,: Maraud 1. Moulder Hall 3; Chi Sigma
15. Allen Hall 3; and Me and Them
5 Red Horde 1.
, High seot es were eir n more
’prevalent in National League’
games as Castle Corp. rolled (Wel
Blue Flame 21-3; Hoop Club]
F crushed PSA Flyers 16-0.
’ The intramural trio:: and field
:meet, originally slated for May 10,
has been moved forward to May
24-25 due to a scheduling conflict.
’Entries are due in 51G221 may

KANGAROO COURT
"A RIOTOUS REVIEW"
FRI. f,

Spartan linkstels will tee off at ’stroke deficit to a second place
1 today on Ahnaden against finish in the Los Angeles State
Invitational Golf T o U rn ament
Stanford with hopes of starting a
’three weeks ago.
. new dual match win stieak.
In the loss to LA. State Slasor
SJS had its 24 consecutive win posted a 69 for medalist honors
string snapped two weeks ago as in defeating his opponent by one
they lost to Los Angeles State stroke.
14-13 on the San Jose Country
Freshman Steve Bohn is slowly
Club course. It was the first loss learning the tricks of varsity comfor the Spartans in over three petition as he has been among the
years.
top golfers for the Spartans in
Ken Slasor has neen the spark- their last two tournaments,
After the Stanford meet the
plug for SJS lately as he shot a
second-round 68 to break the Spartans will play in the U.S.
Invitational in Palo
tournament record by three strokes
and bting the Spartans from a 17 Alto.

intramurals I

Spartan discus man John Powell shows the
THERE IT GOES
form that produced his lifetime best of 172-6 against Arizona
State. Against Athens tomorrow he will face John Bakkensen and
Larry Kennedy. Both have thrown 185.0.

Spartans Face Athens
In Closing Dual Meet

Sign Up Student Affairs
Business Office
Leave-4th & San Carlos St. (Men’s
(;ym) at 6 p.m. Fri., April 19th
Return-10 p.m. Sunday, April 21st
Last Trip of Season

SJS’ liii t dual meet of the se a- Athens: Club and the sizzling
son should be a dandy since it pi ts sprinters of the Santa Clara Youth
the Spartans against the power! ul Village tomorrow at 1:15 p.m. on
the Tartan track.
The non-scoring meet will prepare the Spartans for the relay
season which begins next Saturday with the Mt. San Antonio Relays in Walnut.
Tomorrow’s contest could be interesting in that several of the
Spartans rounded into shape over
the Easter vacation with lifetime
bests.
Pete Santos ran his fastest mile
against Arizona State, a 4:02.8
effort.
NEW
Discus man John Powell gave
his best performance in the same
meet with a distance of 172-6.
DREAM WEDDING RINGS
Freshman Darnell Hillman, who
has cleared his lifetime best of 6-8
Of course this loveduo looks
different _it’s by ArtCarved
in his last two meets, teams with
(the famoos creators of over
Don Lindsey.
50 million rings since 1850!)
Chris Papanicolaou has begun to
PORTAL SET
,
5(0 00
iI.,
54(00
find his potential in recent meets,
clearing 16-2 at Honolulu and 16-7
against Arizona.
11111)SOVS JEWELERS
A couple of important changes
will feature tomorrow’s meet as
56 S. First Street
Lee Evans enters the 880 and
Tel. 295-0527
Larry Walls replaces Jack Malloy
in the mile relay.
Sam Davis has been a pleasant
surprise for the Spartans recently.
SYttj
Despite a badly cut thumb which
’A Ill.’11EltR)..7111 :011S.
kept his arm in a cast when he
100/71171 are el L117181
it:, I
1O1711117
wasn’t running, he entered the
TIC1713 Its 1.
Inman 11 1101:111C(
100, 220, 440 relay, and long jump
PERFORMANCES: MON.THUR 810;
to help the Spartans beat Arizona.
FRYse.m. ISIS 130,
SI:NOAf 5 IISLIDAYS 7.15
Davis also surprised teammate
Ronnie Ray Smith in Honolulu by
winning both the 50 and 60 in
MAT, WED-SAT-SUN 1.30
times of 5.4 and 6.2 respectively.

Club Races & Elections

Paper
put-ons.

&--_tCarved’

DAL LAWRENCE’S
TI It))

Exclemive Engagement
In the Heart of
Downtown
San Jose

The Fox at 1:00, 3:08,
7:24
9:32

5:16

11M1.3iiiIMILAIUMEN1.401

NOW !! 3rd WEEK
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1433 THE ALAMEDA
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EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT

CADEMY AWARD
WINNER

4
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"BEST FOREIGN FILM"

Ark!

sigENTURY

"THE BEST MOVIE I HAVE SEEN THIS YEAR!
-

71

ses re maim enfie leis

ar ea re no

MAT. V/10.5AT.SUN 1:30

Richard Si tuCkel 1 it,

CHRISTIE
TERENCE
STAMP

"PRIMAL SEX...EARTHY HUMOR ,
...WONDERFULLY SLY...CHARM
INC AND POIGNANT COMPREHENSION OF THE PSYCHOLOGY

"A GIRL TELEGRAPHER WHOSE
SEDUCTION IS SURELY ONE OF
THE GREAT COMIC EROTIC
SEQUENCES IN FILM HISTORY."

PETER
FINCH

NOW
PLAYING

tC I N

1180111Ab1, 3:12 S. SASCOM-111,1S$

.21 CHILLING SHOCKER,
WEIRD FRIGHTENINGLY
REAL." --Florence Fletcher,

terminating
angel

Cue

MAT

ED SAT SUN I 30

1st RUN CO-HIT
JAMES ROBERTSON JUSTICE
SHIRLEY ANNE FIELDS
LESLIE PHILIPS

"CARNABY
M.D."

YOU 1080

till)
0
’ HER . . 501140
DANCING ..
DELIGHTING
tSt
IN THE YEAR’S
-4
NIPPIEST
MOVIE!
et
%AM.,.

JULIE ANDREW
,411S.0 WATERS

pro/JAW./

Thoroucailli
CHURN 14,11A1
171 TIC11NiC1h011

CENTURY
7.31

Colt 45 Malt Liquor

Paper Vest and Mini -Dress.
Made from the plushest, most luxurious fabric
on the market todaypaper! Colt 45 Malt Liquor
,
pattern in red, white & blue.
Sheer, fire-retardant, water1
repellent and party proof. A snip of
t.,ki
thec scis oina
sprit
makes d mini-dressyoura
orsmicro
Check
size below and send nowwe’re
only knitting a limited quantity.
A

’

36S Club
Carol

161011191Illi.MKI

3111( 85

EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT

winniumininiminimminewitt

BATES

19

Directed by Jiri Menzel A Carlo Ponti presentation.
Distributed by
Sigina III A Flim;v9yi, Company.

Spartan junior varsity thinclads
face a rough Laney junior college
and the Athens B team Saturday
on Spartan Field.
The meet will begin at 1:15 p.m.
and will be held simultaneously
with the varsity contest.
Unbeaten Spartababe 440 man
Jim Skidmore will try to improve
his season’s best of 48.9.
In the 100, SJS’ Byron Wilson
will face challenges from Laney’s
Marion Sims and Mickey Mathew.
SJS’ 440 relay team holds a .1
second edge over Laney at 42.5.

ALAN

"FAR FROM ’I FIE
MADDING (’RUWI)"

"CLOSELY WATCHED TRAINS

J.V. Thinclads
Meet Athens B’s,
Laney Tomorrow

and Harvey Jordan

a

completely unique experience.

PRESENT

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT I
Thurs. thru Sun.

* Dancing
*Shows
* Fun
365 E. Julian

4 blocks north of
Engineerin§ Building

O $1.50 mini-dress
O $1.00 vest
O $2.00 combination
Send to:
Check size:
Colt 45 Malt Liquor
Vest 0 I. 0PA os
P. 0. Box 1800
Dress 01. OM Os
Baltimore, Maryland 21203
Petite 0
Enclollad find

check or money order (Postage and Mut Included)!

Name
Address
City

Stete_Zip Code

S The National Brewing Co. of Baltimore. Md at Baltimore,
Also Phoenix Miami Detroit

Md.

1

Nine Tangles With Broncos

SPART.tN DATLYT
Friday, April 19, 1968

SJS baseballers will try to
avenge their season -opening 12-2
loss to the University of Santa
Clara when they meet the Broncos
today in a 3 p.m. game at Santa
Clara’s Buck Shaw Stadium.
The Broncos are atop the WCAC,
having lost only one game in
league, and three overall, two of
the losses at the hands of the second -ranked Stanford Indians.
The Broncos, seventh -ranked in
the nation, are coming off a victory over the University of Pacific,
with Bob Walters picking up the
win. Rod Pommes also hit his seventh roundtripper of the season.
Spartan mentor Ed Sobczak has
na mc1 junior righ t ha nder Bob
Holmes to twirl for the Spartans.

Judokas Win
Quadrangular;
AAU’s Next

Holmes, who has a two-hit shutout
to his credit this year, will have
to contend with centerfielder Vince
Biggoni, the Broncos leading hitter,
as well as Pommes.
In preping for Santa Clara, the
Spartans split two games with non conference foes earlier this week,
the victory coining Wednesday
against the University of San
Diego, 7-5 at Spartan Field.
In the last 30 innings that he
has pitched, the Spartans haven’t
given Shamony one run to work
with.
SJS travels to Moraga far a
doubleheader against the Saint
Mary’s Gaels tomorrow, starting
at 1 p.m. Sobczak has decided to
go with Barry Carlson and Terry
Hughes.

,

EARRINGS
BEADS
FINDINGS
CHAIN
FILIGREE

H.

121 S. First
Open every day, 10 to 6

GARAGE
EUROPA
Expert

European

Repairs

Cars Only

850 LINCOLN AVE.

295-9082

if"-"
MOUND MAINSTAY
Bob Hoimes, SJS junior righthander,
will pitch for the Spartans today when they try to avenge their
earlier 12-2 loss to the Santa Clara Broncos. The Broncs and
Spartans play at Buck Shaw Stadium in Santa Clara.

Net Team Rebounds
To Tumble Stanford
Rebounding from a disappointing loss to California Tuesday,
Butch Krikottian’s spirited netters
established themselves as one of
the top clubs in northern California with a gratifying 5-4 win
over Stanford Wednesday.
The win was doubly savored
since the Indians had knocked off

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TWO S

1ACOS
THE REBEL

Phone Orders 297-8421

Yes the Rebel Taco is here, Ticos. It
rebels from production short cuts and
is made from scratch with the finest
beef, tortillas, and spices. Ticos, a
rebel with a cause, to tingle your
taste buds every time, and it does.
4th and St. James

SJS 6’2-2’ earlier in the season.
Leading the Spartans were John
Zwieg and Greg Shepherd.
Shepherd won his dual with the
Tribe’s John Spiegel with an 8-6,
0-6, 6-2 win, while Zwieg rallied
to take Dean Schlobohm 6-8, 6-3,
6-3.
Shepherd and Zwieg then teamed
to easily knock off Stanford’s No.
1 doubles combination of Schlobohm and Brad Cornell, 6-0, 6-3.
In other results SJS’ John Reed
lost a 3 hour marathon to Rick
Reed, 9-7, 14-6, 6-2; Spartan Ken
Lowell lost to Rob Rippner 6-2, 4-6,
6-2; Roy Orlando whipped Cornell,
7-5, 6-4; and Stanford’s Chuck
Alloo beat Randy Berkman, 6-2.1
6-4.
In the deciding doubles match,
SJS’ Lowell and Orlando whipped
Spiegel and Rippned 6-4, 6-4.

Unlimited Opportunities . . . in.
come: promotions; financial hide.
pendence; personal rewards.
Learn all about this most
promising career from
Mr. George Force, Diet. Mgr.
Guarantee Mutual Life,
Monday, April 20
Placement Office, all day

4
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A GOODYEAR TIRE !AILS UNDER

Whitewalls
Only 202 More
s VT% s

Smaller Car Size
Lower Priced

995

USE OUR RAIN CHECK
PROGRAM. a.cimie of an so.
pecied hoavy demand for All.
Weather iv tires, we may run
out of some sizes during this
offer, but we will be happy to
order your size tire at the advertised price Shown in price
box and issue you a rain check
for future dliyry of tli
merchandise.

fr.,
1411nr.

BUY NOW

A111411,111A,

idly and
Reseriation

rut

EASY TERMS FREE MOUNTING!

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!
S. First St.
65
Downtown
,
We valoiate ail do,,ntown or
Open Mon.. Thurs. & Fri. N..i.
292.4910

Valley Pair Shopping Confer

Mon. thru Fri. Nights ’til 9:3u

248.3040 Open

Sunnyvale 200 S. Taafee

793-0591

Open

Thurs. & Fri. Nioht:,

’til 9

=

Annamar.

UNBELIEVABLE
VALUE!
*ow, ehaee

SI A Week

0.§

ce,ozalecoei
Marquise Cut
Diamond
Bridal Sets

In the soaring San Francisco spirit

Cambridge Classics
with Fortrel’
Rich, vibrant colors and patterns ins wide range bring traditional classic
Ivy styling alive. Half Fortrelr half cotton provides the perfect blend of
shape -holding polyester and natural fiber. Never need pressing $12 and
under. At your favorite store, or write US lot the store nearest you,
Box 2468, South San Francisco, Caiifornia 94080.

5c

3 Hershey Bars

2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c
Sc

Ajax Cleanser

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.

& SAn CArlos
298-3060
g_,TITZTZWEIMMEMITOTra72=TIMIXagrtn0TTETTAKTMOMMITOMITE2=2=112EalligElitERZ

sem

8/3

10c

Kleenex

4th & William
6111 & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julian

_Am

San

1445 Melwood Drive
San Jose, Calif. 95118
Phone 294-7874

Crest large size

Your best lire buy
In its price range
Extra mileage Tufsyn
Rubber
Track tes:ed for
100 miles at 100 miles
per hour

WIVV,r
actual reliol
pr.e
th comper
Ate to. St time 0, acIA01R,Ant

OAKL/LONDON JULY 12-AUG. 13.
$379
LA/LONDON JUNE 19-SEPT. 9
$329
10

ineliester Int

Dsmvileg, Efelarsed io Shou Moot!

19c

6.50x13 blackwah
tubeless plus $1.81
Fed. Ex. Tax and
Old tire

pr1116.1VnAster:VItita.

ONE
WAY JET

families. For
mid Information

840

An inspiring choice of advance designs combined with
glamorous Marquise Cut diamond beauty: rings that
always stay. never stray . . . . for maximum security.
Engagement and wedding rings are interlocked, cannot
twist apart or turn. In 14E white or yellow gold.

SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK
JUNE 15

()pull

244-7300 -

CIGS

Blackwell tubeless
plus $2.19 to $2.35
Fed. Ex. Tax
depending on size
and old tire
7.75 x 14
7.75 x 15
8.25 x 14

48PLY NYLON CORD

7
yr
"’"31 l*
:"171
.1
1,’1
,4.1
14a.

ONE
WAY JET

ii I-jr

ii

Freeman’s Sport Center

or

(iDatithIF vnitiVT,

RIO 10,0? .0, month. tOo .en.1 on 7THIRG1
mles.
A A MIEE
SO 000
CO.4
,EN1t4.4
W
50050(40
SUb bleep

ROUND
TRIP JET

SAN FRANCISCO -LONDON
SEPTEMBER 11

$85

Surfer Shorts & swim suits
Stripes, Prints, Solids $6.95 & S7.50

Empire Travel Service
995 Market St., S.F. 94103

12"
"GOODYEAR NATION-WIDE ’NO LIMIT’ GUARANTEE

LONDON -SAN FRANCISCO
SEPTEMBER 12

$135

Just In

No Money Down

SAN FRANCISCO -LONDON
JUNE 12

$360

By

Neel. T-Sliirts
Knit Stripes & Plain $1.91

cotton

$100

CHARTER
FLIGHTS

Professor Mage

kik)

iJ
ALL-HE4JHER IV

EUROPE ’68

Today’s Most Dynamic
anti. Challenging .Future.
INSURANCE SALES

LKMAMMUlliWkikAiiQAMZSA

GOODIVEAN

Spartan judokas prepped for the
May 3-4 AAU Championships
Wednesday night as they came up
with an impressive four-way meet
win at Cal State at Hayward.
Coach Yosh Uchida’s white coats
beat Stanford 27-17, Cal State
100-0, and Cal Berkeley 57-0. Kieth
Pickard won two matches to lead
the Spartan’s victory parade, as
every SJS judoka entered won his
matches.
Uchida singled out Maso Sato,
and Ben Paulino, both freshmen,
for impressive work, while John
Hampton and Haissi Takaguchi
also impressed the Spartan mentor.
The Spartans close one of the
most successful seasons in their
history at the AAU Tournament in
Sacramento,
Among the honors which the
Spartans have gained this year
have been a Novice AAU Championship, Collegiate Novice and
Brown Belt, Junior and Senior
AAU Titles, and of course, their
seventh NCAA team championship.

MEN! Get Ready for Summer
Collegiate
Mock Turtle

eatithrkige classics

CACTUS.CASUALS

Friday Apr11 19, 10Afi

I 21...51PARTAN DAB 1’

Club Offer.;
$2,000 Fellowship
ricto;),

Spartaguide
4 unIt is I .11.0Inter-VarrdI
:
ship, 7:30 pm. si,’
Jose. Rich Sytsma t i sin ik on
1 iii
,11:h
Christ
"How Did
People?"
Intern ultural Stetrins
tee, 5 p.m., Cafeteria A

4 tottittit-

International Student,, Organisation, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A tithl
B. SJS professors and members of
the Sierra Club will speak on
"Problems of Conservation and
Overpopulation."

xv
A $2,000 fellowship for the 1918- ,
11.:s1A .
;a.m. to 5 p.m., E227.
69 academic year is available from
Chratsres and Circle K, 9 a.m.,
s apartment. American Can- the San Jose Rotary Club.
The fellowship is for graduate
t Society Project.
students in public administration
NOAY
l’inateres, 2 p.m., Ranell’s ap- or other fields which may lead to
intent. Flower making contest. a position of leadership in local,
Muslim Students’ Association, 2 state or federal government.
Deadline for application is May
p.m., ED210. Quranic studies.
Camp’s* enmade and College 17. Applications and information
tire. 9 p.m., Theta House, 171 S. are available In the Financial AkLs
Office, Adm. 242.
it St. Everyone invited.
!..,

Peace and Freedom mot,. it
12:30 p.m., 115. Otgitil.,,:. :1
ing to support the eampaluns ot
Bob Stroughter for S’’ it Sot,,rvisorial District and 1
Primack for 10 s..iit,
District.

FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER
Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod

374 South 3rd Street
Sunday Services: 8:15, 9:30 and
11 a.m. 2 Blocks From Campus

Spartan Chinese Club, 9 pro.
1 um., Women’s Gym. A dance
With live music. Members free.
non-members $1.
SJS Ski Club. Ski Trip to Alpin,
Meadows to leave from Fourth
and San Carlos Streets, Friday
6 p.m. Members, $13 and n,,:,-Nn,r.bers $16. Sign up in Sto
.
fairs Business Office. Las!
and also elections.

A J Brommer,

MOON OVER MOSCOW
Spring Banquet, Serri-Formal - Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio
$2.25/person
Sunday, April 21 - 9:45 a.m. - Morning Seminar
"Faith to Repel Gravity"
5:45 p.m. - Evening Forum
Mooney Wood on "Contemporary Christianity"

Automatic Transmission Sale
4 ea.
Chev. 55-57
SPECIAL
3 ea.
Chev. 58-61
PRICE
1 ea.
Chev. 59-61

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
Olds 57-60
ea.
Comet 60-65
ea.
Falcon 60-65
Myna -Dodge 62-65 1 ea.
ea.
Plym-Dodge 56-57
4
1
2
3
3

Ford 58-63

Rambler 59-61
Pont. 59-60

Psychology

Sociology

Anthropology

$9850

Requires, with Master’s Degree, 15 college semester units in
guidance principles and techniques, personality development,
and tests and measurements. Without Master’s, 30 graduate
semester units in the above or in related courses.

INSTALLED!
Each transmission carries
our I) year or WOO inile
Sritten guarantee!

The California Representative will be on

First Come -- First Serve

campus

APRIL 25

Free Towing

a

is given at,

The \Vest Taller
Navigational Car It.,11:.,
at
Friday beginning al t1:31i it
the Bonanza Shoppin: I i olee,
the corner of Ilamilton and Ilan., in:
1- ti.
Avenues, San .1’ ’or
.s.
Peet an earlier

297-7645
433 Willow St., S. J.
350
Bl% (1. Santa Clara
29(u4)180
(across front Allison Pontiac)

NOW
TRANSMISSION

ii

AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

SERVICE

ii

Plastic World,

Spartan Daily Classifieds

for Flexeglas resins, molds, and other plastics. Take advantage
of this great offer.

a0

No4 tic /Void
1102

MAKE AN INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT

10% Student Discount

A

Car Rallye

246-6265

Saratoga Ave.
, I I IIi II

’iii

MARY
McCARTHY
(laughter of

El GENE MeCARTHY
V.cCartIty V. ill speak for ten minutes and (open
ill.- program to any and all litleslis sun abs nit her
father’s platform.

TODAY, FRI. 12:30 p.m.

MORRIS DAILEY

I’ \IItfltli BY WC SHIM’ It sIt l’HESIDF:NT 111H)TBS. SAN JoSE

fhe Spartan Daily does not knowingly
FOR SALE 131
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
USED LEATHER COATS, Suede coats,
race, color, creed or national origin.
fur coats $4 510. 1500 items. Peggy’s
Imports, 159 Columbus Ave. corner
ANNOUNCEMENTS lit
Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176. Open every
day I p.m.-7 p.m The grooviest store
SPARTA EUROPE ’68 $339. June 18 - as the world.
Sept. 7. Jet non-stop S.F.-Amsterdam CHRIS-CRAFT Inboard boat & trailer
round trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group & ski equip. Make offer. Pictures availleader. 356-8121.
able at the Delta Upsilon Fraternity.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per Call 295-9969. Art Vallerga.
year for married, good students. Also. WIDE OVAL 14 inch rims, Chev. Genexcellent savings for single men over eral Dual 90 tires used 1000 mi. 24821. Call George Campbell 244-9600. 9623.
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S. FISCHER 205 SKIS w/poles - like
1st. Inquire about ear piercing, 297. new. Tyrolia Bindings. $90. See Dan
6522.
at 554 S. 9th, or 293-0918.
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it, we AT LAST! THE COMPLETE PSYCHEHome haircuts repaired. $1.80 DELIC LIGHTING MANUALS Make
80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 your own Strobes Light Machines, Color
s any way to run a barber shop? Organs, Black Lite, etc., with easy in. bet it is. Pete’s Barber Shop. 9 structions & diagrams. Send $2 to LightInt -6 p.m. 5B S. 4th between San Far- rays, P.O. BOK 8223P, Phila., Pa, 19101.
, nando & Santa Clara. Hairy Cutter
FENDER DUEL SHOWMAN. One yr.
NOP.
GURDJIEFF Group forming. Cell 265- old - One owner. Brand new cond.
Steve
Sherrill, 293-9320.
0433.
EXPERIMENT TO HELP people over- 3 YRS. BACK issues Playboy & Cavalier.
come fears of animals. objects, heights Price of this ad. 297-4438 eves.
srnl, rms., etc., or leaving residence are FURNITURE FOR SALE. Cedar chest,
being conducted. If you have one of hide -a -bed couch, rocker, tables, cabithese fears & wish to participate, please nets, twn..bd, bkcase., headboard. Rea.
contact Miss Phillips. 327-8340,
sonable. Call Judy 266.8754.
TOURS TO RUSSIA. Sum. sch. in ACA.
PULCO. Work or travel in EUROPE thi,
HELP WANTED 141
summer. Randy Westerburg, 322.5066
after 7:30 PM,.
WAITERS WANTED: New steak house
DELTA ZETA PANCAKE Breakfast. Sun & bar open.ng Mayl,
in Santa Clara.
Apr. 21, 1968. All U can eat. $1. Sam Want
mature col. std. over 21 to work
bo’s pancakes, bacon, juice, coffee. 201 4 night/wk. Hrs.
430 p.m. -10:30 p.m.
S. 1 1 th. 9:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
’all for interview 326-5527.
LEARN TO FLY. Memberships open ir
Flying Aces Inc. $5.00 wet for J-3 Cub fEACHERS: ELEMENTARY - Student
Veteran for Fall ’68. Visit an exciting
Call 297 8136 Sr 2956192.
school in progressive Berryessa
.r C t
Saturday April 20, 1968. 9:301 30 a.m. 263.1200.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
’63 CORVAIR MONZA. New trans. &
difrnl. Red., het.. 4.spd. Must sell. 293.
1608.
’56 PORSCHE 365/1600 Coupe. Esc
inside & out. $1500, 295-1499 4-8 p.m
TRIUMPH 500 Twin. Dirt bike. $250.
Esc. cond. Good transportation. Ph. 354
2261 eves. Ask for John.
’60 AUSTIN HEALY 3000. Esc. cond!
Hard top & soft top. R/H, 4-seat
New paint. $950 286.2854.
’67 CHEVY BEL-Air. 2 dr. HT 2834V 3 spd. 0. D. Hurst shift. Exc. cond.
TLC Treatment. $650. Eyes. 948-9336.
Day, 966-3425.
’54 OLDS VI Auto. Radio/Heater. Good
cond. $95. Call 225-1739.
’63 DART CONVERTIBLE. Clean, exc.
mech. cond. New trans. Good paint &
tires. 12/H. 297-4597.
’57 KARMAN GHIA Exc. cond. New
paint & upholstery, best offer. 369.6890.
HONDA 250 Scrambler. $295. ’61
SPRITE. Now engine. $410 286-8618.
’59 RAMBLER. 3150/offer. ’56 JAGUAR
XK 140 $700/offer. 266-8754,
’57 CHEVY BEL AIR, 2-dr. Htp. Stan.
trans. V8 Rebuilt. New interior. New
tires. 961.6284.
’66 HONDA SCRAM. 7000 mi. Perf.
stock cond. 295-6982. 650cc MATCHLESS SCRAM. 298-2356. $350/offer for
each.
’69 MGA. Very clean. Exc. mechanically.
Write wheels. luggage rack. $800 269.
4207 after 4 p.m.
’59 FORD GALAXY 4-dr. 352 cu. in.
Exc, running cond. R ’H Ask for Jack
297.9860 after 5:30 pm,

ASST. MANAGER Trainee w a nte d.
PERSONALS 171
Young man to train for asst. mgr. in
2 estab. (42 yrs.) dept. stores. Must
love march, field. Training in every CUSTOMMADE contemporary wedding
phase of operation. Salary open, gen & engagement rings, diamonds, exc.
erous fringe benefits. 40 hrs/wk. Ph. George Larirnore, now at OLD TOWN.
707 448-2310, Vacaville, Cal. Mr. R. H. Los Gatos. 354.8804.
Mauss.
IN TROUBLE and need a friend? Write
to: Concerned, Box 2354, Pleasant H.R.
Cal.
HOUSING 15)
SERVICES 181
LRGE. 3 RM. APT. furn. $135 inc. all
util. Girls or couple. 595 S. 9th. Call
259.1547,
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Escho’s.
Free 2delivery,
4 f re e service. No contract.
-258
MALE STD. HOUSE to share own rm. Cal
at $48.50
util. Parlor & kit. 167 E.
St. John Street. 295-6869.
GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
2 BEDROOM APT. Furn. All electric. prompt. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from campus.
Mrs. Aslanian, 298-4104.
Close to campus. 295-0763.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. ElecSTUDIO APT. Girls or married couple. tric. Masters - Reports - Disserta$75/mo. 132 S. 10th. 295-2035.
tions. Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris
MALE ROOMMATE urgently needed. Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
Call 286.4827.
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
FEMALE, 21 or over, to share 2-bdrrn. Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581. Mrs.
house w/I other. 1020 S. 8th. $55/mo Baxter.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Phone
293-0181 after 5 p.m.
Jim Koski. 968-0944 anytime.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED $67.501
mo. 1220 Garbo Wy., San Jose. To share TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc. Ti
with one other. 2 bedrooms. Call 248 perienced, reasonable. All work guaranteed. Will edit. Pica type. 294-3772.
0428,
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, al.Q.
RENT A COOL ROOM this summer, experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
Sunny & airy: wall to wall carpeting. Linens furnished & wkly. cleaning. 406 S TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 2436313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
11th.
BE MORE WITH MOORE, Leadersniu,
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: The Inter- Sales, Dynamism. 890 Emory St. S. J
national House. 596 S. 10th 293-9877.
793-2775.
2 MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED, 21 or FAST & ACCURATE typing. General
over to share 4 bdrm. house on 13th Secretarial. Reasonahle retns. 266-1795.
St. $50/mo. 294-8722.
TRANSPORTATION 191
LOST AND FOUND (6)
FOUND: LABRADOR RETRIEVER at 7th
& Santa Clara on Palm Sunday. Ne
identification. 258-0573 eves.

One day

3
4
5
6

Meds exclusive design gives you this extra security: an.liter layer of larger fibers to absorb
faster, bill...led with an inner layer of tiny fibers
to store more, longer,

Add this
amount for
each addl.
bonal line

Comes in the first gentle, flexible plastic applicator.

To, sample box of 10, fend IOC KO Merit 13ox 10-S.
Milltown, N.J. 08850. inalcate Regular or Super.
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EUROPE, AMSTERDAM -Scandinavia etc.
clot RussiaPoland - special 3 wks. All
expense- Budget package from Calif.
4sig. 1. $975. Conducted. Douglas Henderson, Call 297-0605.

To Place
an ad:
Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

ft
.11
ti
bi
51

1,
a

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

S,

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily

11

Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414,

Ext. 2465

a

CALLED "IOU IN, gANSON, TO INC) OUT THE REA-504
YOU’VE FAU-EN BEHIND IN YOUR WORK.’

Three

days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75
JO

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Het peer ad hen:
(Cunt approximately 33 Wen and spaces lot each Ilne)
Four days

Flva days

2.40 -1750
-2-.0-0- -I-00
3.40- 3.50-.
3.00- 4.00
.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Psalms’s (7)
0 Services (3)
0 Sousing (5)

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)

bb

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines

El=

Education

Opportunities in the California State Government as Vocational counselors, providing professional level counseling services in the areas of vocational choice, training, and adjustment.
You will work closely with c.lients and community resources in
developing occupational goals. $8,900 to start.

ADVANCE

RT STUDENTS
ATTENTION

Young Denmerata, 12:30
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Mar),
McCarthy, daughter of Sen Eugen,
McCarthy. will speak,

;11

GRADUATE STUDENTS
M.S. or M.A. CANDIDATES

Saturday, April 20: 7:30 p.m.

Terms Available

Muslim Students’ Association.
12:30 p.m., ED107. Prayer:..

1 ti

College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m
R. Nicholus, Vicar
Pastor 292-5404

California State Employment for

1111 -

S1111111

0 Lost and Found OP

0 Transportation (1)

a

Print Name

Fat

Address

Enclosed Is $

Clly

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
15114
WI 10SE STATE COLLESE. IAN /OSE, CALIF.
Please in., 2 days after placing let ad le spew.

